Printing the Blank QuizSHARK Game Cards

Starting on page 2 of this document, there are 16 answer-coded Blank QuizSHARK Game Cards on four sheets of paper – four cards for each pre-selected correct answer (A, B, C, and D). The answer codes shown on the bottom center of each card differ from each other so that students will not be able to decipher the card's correct answer. The pre-selected correct answer is printed in blue type on the upper and lower marked corners of each sheet for your reference.

- Print pages 2 to 9 of this document. Be sure you have disabled any page scaling (under the Print menu, set the page scaling option to “None”).
- Reproduce the cards as directed below.

Reproducing the Cards

- To reproduce the cards, fold back the upper and lower marked corners of each sheet. This will hide the correct answer from view when photocopied.
- Place each sheet on the copier so that it is aligned correctly according to your paper size (8.5” x 11” or A4).
- When copied, the answer codes should appear centered 0.375” (1 cm) above the dotted line.
- Be sure to organize the stacks of copied sheets separately by correct answer (A, B, C, or D) to avoid accidentally mixing them up.

Filling in the Blank QuizShark Game Cards

By Hand
You can write, draw, or paste directly on the blank sections of the game cards. Do not write or paste on the answer codes.

By Computer
As an alternative to the QuizSHARK Card Maker software, you can use your computer’s word processing program to design your own cards and print directly on the copied Blank QuizSHARK Game Cards.
When using your word processing program, you will need to do the following to ensure that your text will print properly on the Blank QuizSHARK Game Cards:

- Set your word processor’s top page margin to 0” (0 cm).
- Type your questions and answers. Be sure to keep your text within the following margins:
  - Top Card – 0.25” (0.6 cm) to 4.5” (11.4 cm)
  - Bottom Card – 5.5” (14 cm) to 9.625” (24.4 cm)
- Print your document. It is recommended that you manually feed each sheet individually into your printer to achieve proper printing alignment. Your printed text should not overlap the answer codes on the blank cards.

Cutting the Cards

Carefully cut each copied sheet in half along the dotted line. If you accidentally cut off the answer code, QuizSHARK may not be able to read the card.
If you are using A4 paper, you will also need to cut the bottom card to size. Carefully cut off the bottom section, 0.375” (1 cm) below the answer code.
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